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Short summary
The report is a policy paper on the future demographic trends in the Mediterranean region and the
European Union (EU). It focuses on three particular aspects: i) population growth at regional and national
levels, ii) working age populations, with a particular focus on demographic dividend potential, and iii)
elderly populations, with an emphasis on the role they might have as financial burden on economies.
Key trends
• The results show that from 2010 until 2030, the Mediterranean countries will see their population grow
from 280 million up to a figure between 349 and 362 million people, growing by between 69 and 83
million people. From 2030 to 2050, an additional 48 to 62 million people are expected to be added to
the population already accounted in 2030. The final figure depends on economic and political scenarios
that the region will be embracing in the next decades.
• From 2010 until 2030, the European Union will see its population grow by 21 million increasing from
500 to 521 million people. Between 2030 and 2050, the population of the EU will only grow by 4 million.
• The share of elderly people related to the working age population is lower in the Mediterranean
region compared to the share in the EU. It is however expected that the Mediterranean’s share will
increase after 2035 If the Mediterranean region’s economy remains politically and environmentally

precarious, the share of elderly people in relation to the working age population will remain low and will
consequently cause an even more important financial and social burden on economies than the EU’s
high share is imposing on its economy.
Suggestions
• The high and rising elderly working age population in the Mediterranean leads to a decrease in
opportunities for a high number of young people holding diplomas and being unemployed. At the same
time, in the EU the demand for skilled labour is expected to increase in the next decades as population’s
working age will be decreasing. The report suggests to the EU to invest further in improving the education
quality in the Mediterranean region as it would be beneficial for both regions. Policy makers in the EU
should develop strategies to help prepare the young population (with a particular focus on women) to
the EU and Mediterranean markets.
• The future need for skilled labour in the EU also suggests a modernization in the EU migration policies
to allow more flexible admission rules.
• Labour migration programs should also be developed to better control the flow of skilled migrants
between the two regions.
• It is suggested that those programs should prepare in socio-cultural adaptation terms prospective
migrants for life in the EU.
• All the above points are suggested to be discussed between the two regions that should develop a
“Roadmap to Mobility” programme.
Methodology
Modelling and research from secondary sources
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